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Abstract 

The main goal of this paper is to introduce and study the properties of almost nano pre-

continuous functions and obtained some of their basic results. Further, we have given 

appropriate examples to understand the abstract concepts clearly. 

1. Introduction 

Lellis Thivagar and Richard [1] introduced a nano topological space with 

respect to a subset of a universe which is defined in terms of lower and upper 

approximations of X. The elements of a nano topological space are called the 

nano-open sets. He also introduced weak form of nano-open sets namely nano 

-open sets, nano semi-open sets and nano pre-open sets. Sathishmohan et al 

[4] defined nano preneighbourhoods, nano pre-interior, nano pre-limit point, 

nano pre-derived set, nano pre-frontier and nano pre-regular in nano 

topological spaces and obtained some of its properties. 

Also in [7], they introduced and investigated the properties of nano semi 

preneighbourhoods, nano semi pre-interior, nano semi pre-frontier, nano semi 

preexterior, nano-dense and nano-submaximal. Further, the authors [5] 

introduced and examined the properties of nano-T0 space, nano semi-T0 

space, nano pre-T0 space, nano-T1 space, nano semi-T1 space, nano pre-T1 

space, nano-T2 space, nano semi-T2 space, nano pre-T2 space and obtain 

some of its basic results. And they have [6] defined and examined the 
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properties of nano pre-irresolute, almost nano preirresolute, quasi nano pre-

irresolute, nano semi-regular, nano pre-regular, strongly nano pre-regular, 

almost nano pre-regular and obtain some relationship between the existing 

sets. They also introduced and investigated the properties of nano pre-

normal, almost nano pre-normal, nano mildly pre-normal, completely nano 

pre-normal spaces and derived the relationship between them. The structure 

of this manuscript is as follows: 

In section 2, we recall some existing definitions and remarks which are 

more important to prove our main results. 

In section 3, we induct and study some theorems which satisfy the 

conditions of almost nano pre-continuous. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1 [1]. If   XRU ,  is a nano topological space with respect 

to X where UX   and if ,UA   then 

The nano interior of A is defined as the union of all nano-open subsets of 

A is contained in A and is denoted by  .Nint A  That is,  ANint  is the 

largest nano-open subset of A. 

The nano closure of A is defined as the intersection of all nano-closed sets 

containing A and is denoted by  .ANcl  That is,  ANcl  is the smallest 

nanoclosed set containing A. 

Definition 2.2 [3]. Let   XRU ,  and   YRV ,  be nano topological 

spaces. Then a mapping      YRVXRUf  ,,:  is 

(i) nano semi-continuous,  Af 1  is nano semi-open on U for every nano 

open set in V. 

(ii) nano pre-continuous,  Af 1  is nano pre-open on U for every nano 

open set in V. 

Lemma 2.3 [4]. Let  IiBi |  be a collection of nano pre-open sets in a 

nano topological space U, then  .UNPOBi   
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Lemma 2.4 [4]. For every subset ,UW   we have the following. 

(i)   .


 WUWU  

(ii)   .


 WUWU  

Lemma 2.5 [5].        .,,;,,  UNPFUNPFUNPOUNPO  

Lemma 2.6 [6].        .,,;,,  UNRFUNRFUNROUNRO  

Lemma 2.7 [5]. If  XNPOP   and  UNPOQ   then  .XNPOQ   

Lemma 2.8 [2].      .,,, XUONXUNPOXUNSO   

3. Almost Nano pre-continuous Functions 

In this section we have introduced almost nano pre-continuous functions 

and studied some properties. 

Definition 3.1. A function VUf :  is said to be almost nano 

continuous at Ux   if for each nano open set X containing  ,xf  there exists 

a nano open set Y containing x such that     .Nint XNclYf   

Definition 3.2. A subset UA   is said to be feebly nano open if 

  .NintNscl AA   

Theorem 3.3. Let A be a subset of U. Then A is feebly nano open iff 

.A  

The complement of a feebly nano open set is called f eebly nano closed. 

The family of all feebly nano open sets of U is denoted by  .UFNO  

Remark. 

 

Example 3.4. Let           baXcbdaRUdcbaU ,,,,,,,,,   

and         dadbabUXR ,,,,,,,   be a nano topology on U. 
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Let  cbX ,  is nano semi-open but not feebly nano open.  

(ii) Let  dbX ,  is nano pre-open but not feebly nano open. 

Lemma 3.5. If .UA   Then A is feebly nano closed iff  .UFNA   

Definition 3.6. A function VUf :  is called: 

Almost nano semi-continuous if the inverse image of every nano regular 

openset of V is nano semi-open in U. 

Almost nano pre-continuous if the inverse image of every nano regular 

open setof V is nano pre-open in U. 

Almost nano pre semi  -N continuous if the inverse image of every nano 

regular open set of V is nano pre semi-open in U. 

A function VUf :  which is almost nano pre-continuous at each 

Ux   is said to be almost nano pre-continuous. 

Clearly every almost nano continuous as well as nano pre-continuous 

function is almost nano pre-continuous. 

Remark 

 

Example 3.7. Let         ,,,,,,,,,, cbdaURUVdcbaU   

        dadbabUXR ,,,,,,,   and       , , , , ,V R U a b c d   

        0 , , , , , , , .R x U b b c d c d           .,,, cdfdcfabfbaf   Let 

  ,Ucx   there exists a nano open set  dbaX ,,  contains  ,xf  then 

there exists a nano pre-open set  cbaY ,,  containing x, is almost nano 

pre-continuous but not almost nano semi-continuous (resp. nano pre-

continuous). 

Theorem 3.8. A function VUf :  is almost nano -continuous iff it is 

both almost nano semi-continuous and almost nano pre-continuous. 

Theorem 3.9. A function VUf :  is almost nano -continuous iff it is 

almost feebly nano-continuous. 
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Corollary 3.10. A function VUf :  is an almost feebly nano-

continuous iff it is almost nano pre-continuous and almost nano semi-

continuous. 

Theorem 3.11. For a function VUf :  the following are equivalent.  

f is almost nano pre-continuous. 

For each Ux   and for each nano regular open set X containing  ,xf  

there exists a nano pre-open set Y containing x such that   .XYf   

The inverse image of every nano regular open set of V is nano pre-open in 

U. 

The inverse image of every nano regular closed set of V is nano pre-closed 

setin U. 

      ANclNfAf int11    for every nano open subset A of V. 

      FfFNNclf 11 int    for every nano closed subset F of V. 

Proof. (a)  (b). Obvious. 

 (c). Let X be a nano regular open subset of V. Let  .1 Xfx   Then 

  .Xxf   By (b), there exists a nano pre-open set xY  containing x such that 

  .XYf x   Therefore,  .1 XfYxx   Then, we obtain that 

    .| 11 XfxYXf x
    This implies that  Xf 1  is nano pre-open by 

Lemma 2.5. 

 (d). Obvious. 

 (e). Let X be a nano open of V and  .1 Xfx   Then 

    .int XNclNXxf   Thus    ,int1 XNclNVfx    

  XNclNV int  being a nano regular closed subset of V and by (d), there 

is a nano pre-open set Y containing x such that 

    .int1  XNclNVfY   Then,        XNclNVfUY int1  

   .int1 XNclNf   Hence      .int1  XNclNfx  As x is an arbitrary 

point of  Xf 1  and hence        .int11   XNclNfXf  
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 (f). Let f be a nano closed subset of V. Then by (e), 

       .int11   FVNclNfFVf  And, also     YFVNclN int  

  .int FNNcl  Then by Lemma 2.6,      
 FVNclNf int1  

    .int1 FNNclfU   This implies that    UFVf 1  

     .int1  FNNclf  Hence       FfFNNclf 11 int    for every nano 

closed subset F of V. 

 (a). Let Xx   and A be a nano regular open subset of V containing 

 .xf  Then AV   is nano regular closed set. Then by 

             .int, 1111 AfUAVfAVNNclfAVff    Thus, 

 af 1  is nano pre-open. Therefore f is almost nano pre-continuous. 

Theorem 3.12. If f is an almost nano pre-continuous function of a space 

U into a nano semi-regular space V, then f is nano pre-continuous. 

Proof. Let Ux  and let X be a nano open subset of V containing  .xf  

As V is nano semi-regular space, there exists a nano open set G in V 

containing  xf  such that    .int XGNclNG   By almost nano pre-

continuous of f, there exists a nano pre-open set Y containing x such that 

     .int YGNclNYf   Then it follows that f is nano pre-continuous. 

Definition 3.13. Let      YRVXRUf ,,,:   be a function. Then a 

function     ,,: VUf  (respectively    ,,,:  VUf  

    ,,: VUf  associated with     ,,: VUf  is defined as 

follows. 

   xfxf   (respectively        xfxfxfxf  ,  for each .Ux   

Next we prove the following. 

Lemma 3.14. Let  ,X  be a nano topological space then   .  

Theorem 3.15. Let      YRVXRUf ,,,:   be a function. Then, 

f is almost nano pre-continuous iff f  is almost nano pre-continuous. 

f  is almost nano pre-continuous iff  f  is almost nano pre-

continuous. 
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f is almost nano pre-continuous iff f  is almost nano pre-continuous. 

f is almost nano semi-continuous iff f  is almost nano pre-continuous. 

f is almost nano pre-continuous iff  f  is almost nano pre-continuous. 

Proof. (a) Let f be an almost nano pre-continuous and 

  .,, YRVNROX   Since f is almost nano pre-continuous, 

    .,1 XRUNPOXf   But by Lemma 2.7,    .,1  UNPOXf  

Therefore f  is an almost nano pre-continuous. 

Conversely, suppose f  is an almost nano pre-continuous and 

  .,, YRVNROX   By hypothesis,      .,,1  UNPOUNPOXf  

Thus f is an almost nano pre-continuous. 

Suppose f  is an almost nano pre-continuous and   .,, YRVX   

Then,      .,1  UNPOXf  But by Lemma 3.14,   .  Hence 

     .,1  UNPOXf  This shows that  f  is an almost nano pre-

continuous. 

Conversely, suppose  f  is an almost nano pre-continuous. Let 

  .,, YRVNROX   Since  f  is an almost nano pre-continuous, 

        .,,1   UNPOUNPOXf  Thus, f  is an almost nano 

pre-continuous. 

Let f be almost nano pre-continuous and  .,  VNROX  By using 

Lemma 2.7 and 2.8,    .,,  VNROVNRO  Since f is almost nano pre-

continuous,    .,1  UNPOXf  This shows that f  is almost nano pre-

continuous. Conversely, let f  is almost nano pre-continuous and 

 .,  VNROX  Again by Lemma 2.8,  .,  VNROX  Since f  is 

almost nano pre-continuous,    .,1  UNROXf  This shows that f is 

almost nano pre-continuous. 

(d) It is similar to the proof of (a). 

(e) It is similar to the proof of (b). 
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Theorem 3.16. Let      YRVXRUf ,,,:   be a function. Then the 

following are equivalent. 

f is an almost nano pre-continuous. 

     YRVXRUfs ,,,:   is almost nano pre-continuous 

f  is almost nano pre-continuous. 

 f  is almost nano pre-continuous. 

Theorem 3.17. Let VUf :  be an almost nano pre-continuous. Then 

for each nano open set G of      ., 11 GNclfGfV    

Proof: Let G be a nano open set of V. Then  GNcl  is nano regular closed 

set in V. Using Theorem 3.11    GNclf 1  is nano pre-closed in U. As 

          ., 1111 GNclfGfGNclfGf    

Theorem 3.18. For a function ,: VUf   the following are equivalent. f 

is almost nano pre-continuous. 

     XNclfXf 11    for each  .VNSPOX   

     XNclfXf 11    for each  .VNSOX   

        XNclNfXf int11  for each  .VNPOX   

Proof. (a)  (b). Let  .VNSPOX   Then    VNRFXNcl   by 

Theorem 3.15 (c). Since f is almost nano pre-continuous, 

    .1 UNPFXNclf   Hence          .111 XNclfXNclfXf    

 (c). Obvious since    .VNSPOVNSO   

 (a). Let F be a nano regular closed set of V. Then  FNrclF   and 

 .VNSOF   Then by (c), we obtain that        .111 FfFNrclfFf    

This implies that    UNPFFf 1  and hence f is almost nano pre-

continuous. (a)  (d). Let  .VNPOX   Then   XNclNX int  and 

  XNclN int  is nano regular open. Since f is almost nano pre-continuous, 
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   XNclNf int1  is nano pre-open in U and hence 

           .intint 111   XNclNfXNclNfXf  

 (a). Let X be a nano regular open set of V. Then  VNPOX  and by 

            .int, 111   XfXNclNfXfd  But,      .11 XfXf     

This implies    .1 UNPOXf   Therefore f is almost nano pre-continuous. 

We need the following. 

Lemma 3.19. For a subset Y of V, the following are true. (a) 

   YNclYNcl   for each  .VNSPOY   

 YNclY   for each  .VNSOY   

    YNclNYNscl int  for each  .VNPOY   

In view of Theorem 3.18 and Lemma 3.19, we state the following. 

Corollary 3.20. For a function ,: VUf   the following are equivalent. 

(a) f is almost nano pre-continuous. 

     YNclfYf   11  for each  VNSPOY   

      YfYf 11  for each  .VNSOY   

       YNsclfYf 11   for each  .VNPOY   
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